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HURRAH FOR THE RETURN OF SCHOOL!

This exclamation may not fit your sentiments exactly, but certainly each of us is welcoming this school term’s arrival for several reasons.

Some of us are relieved because it is nearing our quest for that degree, many are nostalgic because we hesitate to leave behind our friends and school; most of us are filled with enthusiasm for a year of opportunities to better ourselves academically, socially, personally and, most important, spiritually.

Now is the time to act......don’t "wait until next month", "catch it later" etc., because too often postphoned intentions are lost in the tranquilizing smile of the percolator and the security of a good bridge partner. Every organization on campus is putting forth its best efforts to arouse student interest. Why not pick the activities which interest you and do something about it? Make your plans now to become active in one of the groups on campus and give it your very best efforts. With the proper student attitude we can make this year set a precedent in outstanding school spirit and productivity!

GO-TEAM-GO

A promise was made last year by a student board candidate in a red-hot campaign. Bev. Leckstein, our student board v.p., is keeping her word and tells us that plans are being made to establish a functioning booster club on campus. Watch for further developments on this project and leave room in your time schedule to help shout for the knights when b-ball season rolls ’round.

"BAD NEWS"

It has come to this reporter’s attention that some of the selections on the juke box are out-dated. After taking a most through survey I have compiled my own "forty-five caliber" list: “How High the Moon” by H. Kaus, “Red Witched Brothered and Conjured” by Marian Fresh chorale, “I Can’t Give You Anything But Love”, H. students’ semi-nade to Bus. office.

COLE TO THE PARTY

Actually, this was a pretty sneaky move because there is no party.....well, maybe there is but I’m not going to talk about it......I’m going to talk about money......which should be a "novel" topic for this time of year! Just a reminder that the Yeasbook will need a substantial sum of money to duplicate last year’s progress. The greater bulk of this money will be derived from the sale of patrons and ads. It is imperative that we begin early to sell ads and that we hit the folks for a patron donation before they get the bills at the first of the month. Two bills for a patron, five for a bus. patron....help out!
WELCOME FRESHMEN, NEW STUDENTS, OLD STUDENTS, KHRUSHCHEV, KHRUSHCHEV'S INTERPRETER......OVERHEARD TWO FRESHMEN TALKING ABOUT OUR WEEKLY LITERARY ANTHOLOGY, THE CARBON: "IT'S A GOSSIP SHEET".....I RESENT THAT. IT'S UNTRUE......HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE NEW ROMANCE ON CAMPUS???.....SPECIAL WELCOME BACK TO CHARLEY POONER. GOOD 'OLE INTELLIGENT, CLEVER, WITTY...STUPID CHARLEY POONER......

BOB LORN WILL NOT BE IN THE PERC ON THURSDAYS, HE HAS CLASSES ALL THAT DAY,

WATCH FOR MY NEW PAMPHLET, "YOU TOO CAN WEAR A SUCTION CUP ON YOUR FOREHEAD......GO TO CHURCH

Welcome

(TOO TIRED TO WRITE ANYTHING!)